
 Solstice Songs    Summer Songs 
Canons for performance, improvisation, or social singing.







Solstice Songs is a celebration of the American aural tradition! Inspired by Appalachian balladry and 
Shapenote singing. It’s fun and easy piece to do with singers of any level. Spread the process over several 

weeks, or put it all together in one forty-minute meeting. Great for cultivating group cohesion!

Step One: Teach the Songs Aurally 
 Teach the group the three songs included here using call and response. Start with small chunks, then 
larger chunks, and finally loop the song over and over. Each one should take about five-seven minutes to 

teach. Awaken their ears! For the sun song, you can invite folks to improvise harmonies.

Step Two: Sing the Songs as Canons
Each song is a canon. The little circle in the conductor’s score shows where to cue the next group. People 
Song is a tight canon, reminiscent of a bluegrass fiddle tune. Sun Song is a free canon; three groups start 
at different times, but it doesn’t matter when, and they don’t have to sing in time with each other (a 

fermata on each note, an aleatoric soundscape.)

Step Three: Combine the Songs (See back of card)
The three canons can be assembled in a specific way to create one big triple canon (see back of this card). 
Split the group into three (a mix of all voice types in each group), and cue the three songs in the order 
indicated. You can use the pictures on the back of each card to show which song to sing. Don’t tell them 

the order in advance � they’ll do just fine if they pay attention!  
Every singer, at some point in their life, will need to know some good canons.
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Loop each “cell” as long as feels right.
An asterisk shows you which group to cue.

People Song is the same tempo as Earth Song, but in cut time. 
Visit the regenerate orchestra on youtube for a demonstration video. 














